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After trumpets of the apocalypse proclaim the fall of humanity, vampires arise from the shadows to

rule the earth. Yuichiro wants just one thingâ€”to get revenge by killing each and every vampire. A

vampire attack reunites Yuichiro with his childhood friend Mikaâ€”though they now face each other

from opposing sides of the battlefield. Mika begs him to forget about the conflict between humans

and vampires and escape together, but he is torn about abandoning his new friends. Then,

everything changes when Yuichiro suddenly transforms into a monstrous being with one seraphic

wing!
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This fourth volume concludes the first story arc of Seraph of the End. Up to this point, we were given

background information and a study of the characters. But with this book, the darker side of the

story comes to bear and the ambiguity of just who really is the evil of the story - the vampires or the

humans - emerges.Story: The Japanese Imperial Army is making a stand at Shinjuku - hoping to

hold off the vampires and not lose territory. But as Guren and then the others go down, all hope

appears to be lost. But Guren has a bigger plan - and what appears to be a loss might actually be a

huge set back for the vampires. For Yuichiro is more than just a cursed blade wielder; he is the

ultimate experiment known as the seraph of the end.Differing greatly from the light novels, which

featured a lot more of the apocalyptic earlier history side of the story, the manga continues the

action but with a focus on the characters. Before setting off a chain of events that will take the story



to a very dark place, we've had a 'breather' period to get to know Yuichiro's friends and why he

wants to protect them. As well, Mika's side and that he hasn't been turned into a mindless evil

bloodsucker; rather, he's caught in the middle of the vampire/human war, burdened by the

knowledge of the evil happening on both sides. Where Yuichiro is the muscle, Mika is the heart. And

it looks like it will take the talents of both in order to make the world right again.Several very-needed

nuances were added to the story this volume. Going into the book, I was getting a bit bored -

endless battles with a fairly superficial and obvious plot. But that ended midway when Mika finally

encountered Yichiro. Suddenly, we have special-sauce pills, experimentation, and a romance (with

Shinoa).
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